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Abstract—3D point clouds constitute an emerging multimedia
content, now used in a wide range of applications. The main
drawback of this representation is the size of the data since typical
point clouds may contain millions of points, usually associated
with both geometry and color information. Consequently, a
significant amount of work has been devoted to the efficient
compression of this representation. Lossy compression leads to
a degradation of the data and thus impacts the visual quality
of the displayed content. In that context, predicting perceived
visual quality computationally is essential for the optimization
and evaluation of compression algorithms. In this paper, we
introduce PCQM, a full-reference objective metric for visual
quality assessment of 3D point clouds. The metric is an optimallyweighted linear combination of geometry-based and color-based
features. We evaluate its performance on an open subjective
dataset of colored point clouds compressed by several algorithms;
the proposed quality assessment approach outperforms all previous metrics in terms of correlation with mean opinion scores.
Index Terms—Visual Quality Assessment, Point Cloud, Objective Metric.

I. I NTRODUCTION
With the increasing capability of 3D data acquisition devices
(RGBD cameras, 3D scanners, photometric), point clouds are
becoming a popular representation in a wide range of applications, from manufacturing and construction to 3D telepresence.
In this representation, a 3D asset simply consists in a collection
of points; each point has geometric coordinates (x,y,z) but
may also contain a number of other attributes such as color,
reflectance and surface normals. In many applications, point
clouds are preferred to polygonal meshes for representing
3D assets, thanks to their flexibility and simplicity. However,
the main disadvantage of point clouds is the size of the
data which may be huge. Indeed, since there is not explicit
surface information that could allow texture mapping, then
a high precision in geometric details or colors require an
increased number of points. As an example, in telepresence
systems, typical sizes of point clouds are between 100,000 and
10,000,000 points [1]. As a consequence of this large amount
of data, a significant amount of work has been devoted to
the efficient compression of this representation [1]–[5]. These
algorithms usually compress both the geometry and color
information. Since they are lossy, they introduce geometry
and color distortions that impact the perceived quality of
the decoded data. Accurate objective quality metrics are thus
needed to evaluate this visual quality and drive compression

algorithms.
In this context, we propose a full-reference objective quality
metric for 3D point clouds with color attributes. We select
several geometry-based and color-based features. An optimal
subset of these features is then selected and combined by logistic regression. Geometry-based features are based on curvature
analysis and are borrowed from the recent PC-MSDM metric
[6]. For the color-based features, we extended for point clouds
the lightness, chroma, and hue comparisons proposed in [7].
To our knowledge, our proposed metric is the first attempt to
integrate both geometry and color information for quality assessment of point clouds. We conduct experiments on a recent
benchmark proposed by Javaheri et al. [8], composed of 54
colored points clouds, created from 6 references compressed
with three different compression algorithms. We evaluate the
performance of each feature individually, and of the proposed
linear model and compare them to state-of-the-art approaches.
Our contributions are the following:
1) We extend the set of image color features proposed in
[7] to 3D point clouds.
2) We evaluate individually the performance of a set of
perceptually-relevant curvature-based and color-based
features for predicting the perceived visual quality of
3D point clouds.
3) We provide an optimized linear model, which outperforms state-of-the-art metrics.
4) The source code is made publicly available1 to support
further research in this area.
The following section details the existing work on objective
quality assessment of 2D images and 3D point clouds. Section
III details the proposed metric, while section IV presents the
results.
II. R ELATED W ORK
Image quality metrics. In the field of 2D image processing,
the research on objective quality assessment metrics is highly
developed [9]. Bottom-up techniques try to mimic the lowlevel mechanisms of the human visual system (HVS) such
as the contrast sensitivity function (CSF), usually modelled
by a band-pass filter, and the visual masking effects that
define the fact that one visual pattern can hide the visibility
of another. They include the Sarnoff Visual Discrimination
1 https://github.com/MEPP-team/PCQM

Model (VDM) [10], the Visible Difference Predictor (VDP)
[11] and their extensions (e.g., [12]). Top-down approaches
do not rely upon the visual system principles but instead
propose some signal fidelity criteria expected to correlate well
with the perceptual quality such as the Structural SIMilarity
index (SSIM) [13]. A large number of top-down image quality
metrics have been proposed since then [14], [15]. Note that
they are mostly considering the sole luminance information;
only a few works (e.g., [7], [16]) are integrating chromatic
information. Note that, the most recent top-down metrics are
data-driven, i.e., they are learned on subjective data obtained
from user studies [17]–[21].
Point cloud quality metrics. The field of point cloud quality
assessment is still an emerging field. Simplest metrics include
point-to-point and point-to-plane distances [22]. For each point
of the content under evaluation, its closest point from the
reference content is computed using nearest neighbour search.
The point-to-point distance refers to the distance between
those two points, while the point-to-plane distance refers to
the projection of the distance vector along an average normal
vector. These simple distances show good correlation results
with subjective opinions for simple test content (e.g. one
single type of degradation, such as in [23]). However, they
report bad results for most of subjective datasets [24]–[26].
Very recently, Alexiou et al. [25] proposed a metric based
on differences of normal orientations and Meynet et al. [6]
proposed a metric integrating the curvature information. Both
these metrics demonstrated improved performance. Several
authors also computed 2D image metrics on a set of snapshots
around the point clouds and reported correct correlations with
subjective scores [26]–[28]. However, this kind of projectionbased approaches have the drawback of being hardly dependent of the rendering used to create the 2D views. Surprisingly,
whereas several subjective studies involve colored point clouds
[8], [23], [26], [28], [29], no attempt has yet be made to create
a quality metric handling both geometry and color attributes.
Note that several quality metrics have also been designed to
address 3D content represented by triangulated surfaces. They
attempt to predict the visual fidelity of a distorted 3D mesh
with respect to a reference one [30]–[33]. They are mostly
top-down approaches that rely on different geometric attributes
(e.g., dihedral angles, curvatures). A few attempts have been
made to integrate distortions on both geometry and texture
maps [34].
Overall, except projection-based approaches, there is no existing point cloud quality metric that take into account both
geometry and color.
III. P ROPOSED V ISUAL Q UALITY M ETRIC
A. Overview
Assessing computationally the visual quality of a 3D content composed of both geometry and color information is a
particularly difficult task. Indeed, once some geometry and
color features have been computed, the central question is
how to combine them? This problem is also complicated by
the fact that the optimal combination strongly depends on the

rendering used when displaying the content. For instance, for
the particular case of 3D meshes with diffuse textures, Guo
et al. [34] showed that the absence of shading during the
rendering (i.e., the pixel colors depend only on the texture
colors, without any lighting effect) tends to mask the geometry
artifacts and emphasize the color artifacts, as opposed to a
rendering with shading. To resolve this complex combination
problem, we consider a data-driven approach: we first select
and compute different features fi , a part of them being related
to geometry and the other to color. Our Point Cloud Quality
Metric (PCQM) is then computed as a linear combination
(computed through logistic regression) of an optimal subset
of these features.
Before computing these features (see Section III-D), we first
establish a correspondence between the distorted point cloud
D and the reference point cloud R (see Section III-B) and
we define a proper neighborhood for each point (see Section
III-C).
B. Correspondence Between Point Clouds
The first step of our approach consists in establishing a
correspondence between the point clouds being compared:
for each point p from R we compute its corresponding
point p̂ on D. It amounts to projecting the points from R
onto D. We restrict the projection from R onto D since
the sampling density of R is the most relevant to capture
the distortion information. Projecting points from D to R
may lead to information loss (e.g., if D is heavily subsampled).
To establish a correspondence, for each point p ∈ R, most
of existing approaches [22], [25] simply consider the closest
point pD ∈ D (i.e., the nearest neighbor of p belonging to D),
however this makes the correspondence strongly dependent on
the point sampling density and may lead to inaccurate results.
Instead, as in [6], we search, for each p, the projection p̂ on the
3D surface subtended by D. To do so we consider a local least
squares fitting of a quadric surface (illustrated in Figure 1).
This quadric surface fitting is computed on the set of nearest
neighbors pD
i ∈ D of p. First we estimate an approximate
tangent plane using Principal Component Analysis, which
gives us an orthonormal frame (ux , uy , uz ) such that uz is
aligned with an approximate normal to the surface. We take p
as the origin of the coordinate system. In this local frame, the
neighbor pD
i of p has coordinates (xi , yi , zi ). We thus look for
the quadric surface Q(x, y) = ax2 + by 2 + cxy + dx + ey + f
minimizing:
X
kzi − Q(xi , yi )k2
(1)
i

Once the quadric surface Q is fitted, p̂ is given as
(0, 0, Q(0, 0)) in the (ux , uy , uz ) frame mentioned above.
Note that for computing the nearest neighbors pD
i of p, we
consider a spherical neighborhood as detailed in Section III-C.
This geometric correspondence between point clouds R
and D allows us to compute geometry-based features (see

Section III-D). However we also need to compute colorbased features and thus we need to establish also a color
correspondence between point clouds; in other words, we
need to assign a color for each p̂. For this purpose, once
the projected point p̂ is determined, we simply assign it the
color of its nearest neighbor on D. We implemented more
sophisticated barycentric interpolation methods both in RGB
and LAB color-spaces, however results were less accurate.

local neighborhood N (p̂, h2 ) ∈ D. We then consider the three
following features:

Curvature comparison

f1p

Curvature contrast

f2p

Curvature structure

f3p

=

=

=

µρp − µρp̂
max(µρp , µρp̂ ) + k1
σpρ − σp̂ρ
max(σpρ , σp̂ρ ) + k2
σpρ σp̂ρ − σpρp̂
σpρ σp̂ρ + k3

(3)

(4)

(5)

where ki are constants to avoid instability when denominators
are close to zero (they have been fixed to 1.0 as in [6]).
µρp , µρp̂ are Gaussian-weighted averages of curvature over
the 3D points belonging to neighborhoods N (p, h) ∈ R and
N (p̂, h) ∈ D respectively. Similarly σpρ , σp̂ρ and σpρp̂ are
standard deviations and covariance of curvature over these
neighborhoods.

Fig. 1. Illustration of the point-to-surface correspondence computation.

C. Neighborhood Computation
The perceptually relevant features presented in Section
III-D, as well as the quadric surface fitting presented above,
are computed on local neighborhoods around each point p of
R. For a given scale h, we define the neighborhood N (p, h)
as the set of points belonging to the sphere with center p and
radius h. Features are then computed by considering curvature
or color statistics over N (p, h) ∈ R and N (p̂, h) ∈ D. Note
that we use h for the computation of the features and h2 for
the quadric fitting.
D. Perceptually Relevant Features

Lightness comparison

f4p =

Lightness contrast

f5p =

Lightness structure

f6p =

Chroma comparison

1) Geometry-based features: For geometry-based features
we consider those used in the P C-M SDM metric [6] and
derived from [32]. These features are based on the mean curvature information ρ, and have demonstrated good performance
in predicting perceived visual quality. The curvature ρ can be
directly computed from the coefficients of the fitted quadric
surfaces presented in Section III-B:
ρ=

2) Color-based features: Since no color feature have yet
been introduced by the scientific community for quality evaluation of point clouds, we propose to extend the recent work
from Lissner et al. [7], who proposed several features for
the quality evaluation of 2D images. Their features have the
benefit of taking into account not only the luminance but also
the chromatic components.
As the authors, we first convert the RGB values to the
perceptual color space LAB2000HL, introduced in [35]. Each
point p is thus associated to a lightness Lp and two chromatic
values aq
p and bp . Similarly to [7], we define the chroma cp
as cp = a2p + b2p . Our features are then defined as follows:

(1 + d2 )a + (1 + e2 )b − 4abc
3

(1 + e2 + d2 ) 2

(2)

For each point p from R, two curvature values are computed:
ρp computed using a quadric fitted over the local neighborhood
N (p, h2 ) ∈ R and ρp̂ computed using a quadric fitted over the

Hue comparison

1
2
k4 .(µL
−
µL
p
p̂ ) + 1
2σpL σp̂L + k5
2

2

σpL + σp̂L + k5
σpLp̂ + k6

σpL σp̂L + k6
1
f7p =
k7 .(µcp − µcp̂ )2 + 1
1
f8p =
2
k8 .∆Hpp̂ + 1

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)
(10)

p
with ∆Hpp̂ =
(ap − ap̂ )2 + (bp − bp̂ )2 − (cp − cp̂ )2 and
∆Hpp̂ is the Gaussian-weighed average over N (p, h).
Constants ki have been fixed as the same values as in [7].
Note that, for each of these color features, we apply the
transform fip = 1 − fip to obtain a distance instead of a
similarity index (i.e., a value of 0 means that there is no
local distortion). Those features are then coherent with the
geometry-based features.

E. Combining Features Into a Perceptual Quality Score
fip

C. Results

The height local features
presented above are computed
for each point p, and are in [0, 1]. In order to obtain global
features fi we aggregate local values by taking the means of
the distributions (this corresponds to an average pooling):
1 X p
fi
(11)
fi =
|R|

In what follows, the performance of the features and metrics
is evaluated using the Spearman and Pearson correlation
coefficients between the objective metric’s values and the
subjective scores. Correlations are computed after a logistic
regression which provides a non-linear mapping between the
objective and subjective scores.

Our metric is then defined as combination of these features fi ,
i.e., as a mapping function from the feature space f to a scalar
∈ [0, 1]. It is hard to anticipate what combination model would
provide the best and more stable results. E.g., Lissner et al. [7]
combine their color features using a factorial model, while
Meynet et al. [6] consider a linear model for curvature-based
features. In this work, to make the optimization easier, we
consider a linear model, optimized through logistic regression.
Our full reference metric PCQM, is thus defined as follows:
X
P CQM =
wi fi
(12)

1) Single feature prediction performance: We first evaluate
the prediction performance of each feature separately. Figure
2 illustrates the correlations of each feature fi with MOS.

p∈R

i∈S

S is the set of indices of features of our linear model. The
optimal subset of features and corresponding weights are
determined through cross-validation, based on results from a
subjective study (see Section IV-C2).
IV. R ESULTS AND EVALUATION
A. Database
To train and evaluate our metric, we need a dataset of
distorted stimuli with mean opinion scores (MOS) obtained
through a subjective experiment. These exist few publiclyavailable subject-rated databases of colored 3D point clouds
[8], [23], [28]. We considered the IST Rendering Point Cloud
Dataset [8]1 . Six colored point clouds from MPEG repository
(with number of points ranging from 272,684 to 4,848,745)
have been compressed with three different codecs, each at
three different rates representing low, medium and high quality. Octree-pruning, MPEG G-PCC and MPEG V-PCC codecs
have been used. In total, the dataset thus contains 54 point
clouds, each rated by 20 subjects using a DSIS subjective
methodology. Note that three rendering methods (and thus
three rating sessions) were used: 3D points without color,
reconstructed 3D meshes without color and 3D points with
colors. Since our metric focus on colored point clouds, we
consider MOS values from the latter session.
B. Parameter of the features
The only parameter of our metric is the scale h used to
compute the neighborhoods. This parameter actually defines
the scale of the distortions that we want to capture and is
linked to the subjective test protocol. In our experiment we
consider h = 0.008 × BB with BB the maximum bounding
box length.
1 https://github.com/AlirezaJav/IRPC-Dataset

TABLE I
C ORRELATIONS OF THE INDIVIDUAL FEATURES WITH SUBJECTIVE MEAN
OPINION SCORES FROM [8].
Feature
Curvature comparison
Curvature contrast
Curvature structure
Lightness comparison
Lightness contrast
Lightness structure
Chroma comparison
Hue comparison

id
f1
f2
f3
f4
f5
f6
f7
f8

Pearson
0.75
0.78
0.55
0.76
0.76
0.79
0.64
0.61

Spearman
0.61
0.61
0.62
0.81
0.78
0.73
0.74
0.59

We can see from Figure 2 and Table I that most of features
provide a correct correlation with the subjective scores.
Best features are Lightness comparison f4 , contrast f5 and
structure f6 . Curvature comparison f1 and contrast f2 also
provide a good Pearson correlation but low Spearman scores,
indicating a good global tendency but more outliers in the
predictions, as can be seen also in Figure 2. Chromatic
features seem to be less relevant.
2) Linear model optimization: To optimize our linear
model, we consider logistic regression. Since features may
be redundant and in order to prevent over-fitting we do not
consider all features but we select an optimal subset. For a
given subset of features, the weights are optimized as follows:
we split the dataset into two equal parts (each containing
27 distorted point clouds). One part is used to optimize the
weights by logistic regression and the other is used for testing
the obtained metric. The splitting is done according to the
reference point clouds, insuring that the test set does not
contain any of the point clouds used for training, regardless
of the distortion. It amounts to selecting 3 reference models
among 6 for training and using
 the rest for testing. We repeat
this operation using the 63 = 20 possible splittings, and
report the average performance.
Since we have 8 features, there are 28 − 1 = 255 possible
combinations of features. We exhaustively search through all
possible combinations, and select the one that generates the
best average performance in term of Pearson and Spearman
correlation. The best model that we finally obtain is composed
of only three features: Curvature structure (f3 ), Lightness
comparison (f4 ) and Lightness structure (f6 ). Results are
reported in the section below.

f1 : Curvature comparison

f2 : Curvature contrast

f3 : Curvature structure

f4 : Lightness comparison

f5 : Lightness contrast

f6 : Lightness structure

f7 : Chroma comparison

f8 : Hue comparison

Fig. 2. Plots of the different features fi (X axis) versus the normalized mean opinion scores (Y axis). The fitted logistic function is displayed in blue.

3) Performance of our metric and comparisons: In Table II,
we report the results of our metric P CQM . We also include
results of the best single feature f5 , and of two baselines : dgeo
which is the average of the geometric distance (normalized by
the bounding box length) between p and p̂ (computed by a
simple nearest neighbor approach), and dcolor which is the
average of their color distance (computed in LAB2000HL).
For all these metrics, we report their average performance
when computed on the 20 test sets, as described in the section
above. We also report results of the state of the art metrics
reported in [8] (we selected the best setting for each of them).
Note that for these latter metrics (Point-to-Point, Point-toPlane and Plane-to-Plane), correlations were computed once
over the whole dataset.

C ORRELATIONS OF DIFFERENT METRICS WITH SUBJECTIVE MEAN
OPINION SCORES FROM [8]. M EAN CORRELATION VALUES ( AVERAGED
OVER THE 20 TEST SETS ) ARE REPORTED , EXCEPT FOR METRICS MARKED
WITH A * FOR WHICH VALUES ARE REPRINTED FROM [8].
Pearson
0.814 (SD=0.098)
0.873 (SD=0.047)
0.843 (SD=0.090)
0.724 (SD=0.091)
0.788
0.784
0.244

4) Recommended weights: We provide the recommended
model for use by the scientific community. We averaged the
weights of our linear models obtained for each of the 20
training subsets:
P CQMrec = 0.18f3 + 0.44f4 + 0.38f6

TABLE II

Metric
Best single feature (f5 )
PCQM
Dgeo
Dcolor
Point-to-Point (PSNR)*
Point-to-Plane (PSNR)*
Plane-to-Plane (MAD)*

once over the whole dataset (of 54 point clouds).
Our geometric distance, dgeo , provides also good average
results on this dataset, but with high standard deviation. Its
results seem to be better than the point-to-point distance
reported in [8]. This difference may be due to the fact that
we consider only an asymmetric distance (from R to D).
However, despite its good results on this dataset, the pure
geometric distance has shown to behave very poorly in other
datasets (e.g., [24]–[26]).

Spearman
0.787 (SD=0.095)
0.807 (SD=0.064)
0.749 (SD=0.140)
0.665 (SD=0.098)

(13)

Note that in order to reveal the relative importance of each
feature, the weights presented in the equation above are
scaled by the standard deviation of the features. Real unscaled
weights are 0.0057, 0.9771, and 0.0172, respectively for f3 , f4
and f6 . Figure 3 illustrates subjective MOS against the metric
values. The Pearson and Spearman correlations computed over
the whole dataset are 0.90 and 0.83, respectively. For the sake
of comparison the figure also illustrates the baseline color
distance dcolor (Pearson=0.71 and Spearman=0.65).
V. C ONCLUSION

Table II demonstrates that our metric performs very well.
The best single feature (f5 ) provides also good results. Note
that, in this setting (i.e., average correlations over 20 test
sets of 27 point clouds), results for this feature are slightly
different from those reported in Table I which are computed

In this work, we presented a full reference metric for the
quality assessment of colored 3D point clouds. Our metric
is data-driven and is defined as a linear combination of an
optimal subset of geometry-based and color-based features.
Those features are computed thanks to accurate mechanisms

dcolor

P CQM

Fig. 3. Subjective MOS vs metric values for our metric P CQM and the
baseline color distance dcolor . The legend is the same as in Figure 2.

for correspondence and neighborhood computation. Our experimental results show that color features, particularly Lightness
information, plays an important role in the human perception
of point clouds; they also demonstrate that geometry (represented by curvature) and color are complementary attributes
since our optimal computational model includes both of them.
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